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the list of emotions that follows encompasses the range of human emotion. there are foundations of human
computing: facial expression and emotion - 2 facial expression and emotion inferred from context, selfreport, physiological indicators, and expressive behavior (see figure 1). the focus of the current paper is on
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ethics codes and codes of conduct as tools for promoting ... - 3 i introduction: preface this paper is
designed for use by the develo pment practitioner. the analysis will focus on ethics codes and codes of
behavior. activities guide: teaching ethics in the introduction to ... - intro to psych ethics 3 introduction
the field of psychology is noted for its focus on ethical practice. the integration of ethics into the
undergraduate curriculum is often a subject that spawns considerable debate. lateral violence, bullying
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took by a group of individuals shortly before they drowned in the lake. right: photograph of a girl taking a selﬁe
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